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Eventually, you will agreed discover a additional experience and talent by spending more cash. yet when? attain you allow that you require to acquire
those all needs later having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
comprehend even more with reference to the globe, experience, some places, next history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own time to put it on reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Enter Three Witches Caroline B Cooney below.

How do writers of contemporary fiction incorporate Shakespeare - the
man, his work and his cultural legacy? This collection brings together
some of the leading voices in the scholarship of Shakespearean
adaptation and appropriation to examine the ways in which writers have
used literary culture's most prominent historical figure to their own ends
since the year 2000. The essays consider the representation of the man
himself, the rethinking of his stories - often in pointed defiance of the
original - and explorations of the plays radically repositioned in time and
space. In the process the collection reveals which versions of
Shakespeare are most current in contemporary culture and education,
even as they remake them in the terms of the present, often exploiting
the new notions of genre, of publishing technologies, and of political
identity which have evolved so drastically since the turn of the last
century.
Fatality - Caroline B. Cooney 2001
It's been four years since Rose spent the weekend at Angelica's beautiful
summer home and things went terribly wrong, but now that the police
have reopened the murder case, Rose must relive that weekend all over
again. Original.
Something Rotten - Alan M. Gratz 2009-01-08
Denmark, Tennessee, stinks. The smell hits Horatio Wilkes the moment
he pulls into town to visit his best friend, Hamilton Prince. And it's not
just the paper plant and the polluted river that's stinking up Denmark:
Hamilton's father has been poisoned and the killer is still at large. Why?
Because nobody believes that Rex Prince was murdered. Nobody except
Horatio and Hamilton. Now they need to find the killer, but it won't be
easy. It seems like everyone in Denmark is a suspect. Motive, means,
opportunity--they all have them. But who among them has committed
murder most foul?
The Beast - Ann Evans 2007
The remote and beautiful Scottish valley seems like the perfect spot for a
family holiday but as soon as Amanda arrives she can't help feeling
something is wrong. No-one listens to her fears, even when she sees
mysterious shadows on the mountainside and strange scratches on her
brother Grant's back.
The Voice on the Radio - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-05-22
In the vein of psychological thrillers like We Were Liars, Girl on the
Train, and Beware That Girl, bestselling author Caroline Cooney’s JANIE
series delivers on every level. Mystery and suspense blend seamlessly
with issues of family, friendship and love to offer an emotionally
evocative thrill ride of a read. The kidnapping is long past, and the
Johnsons and the Springs are on the way to restoring their lives. Janie is
ever grateful to her devoted boyfriend who helped her through it all. As
Janie tries to balance herself between the two families, she feels torn. It
seems the only thing keeping her together is her love for Reeve, but he is
away at college and Janie misses him terribly. For Reeve, college life
seems overwhelming. And as a first-time disc jockey at his college radio
station, he is discovering that dead air can kill you. To fill the silence, he
finds himself spilling Janie's story over the airwaves. Reeve is so sure
that Janie will never find out what's making his broadcast such a hit that
he doesn't stop himself. What will be the price for Janie?
Goddess of Yesterday - Caroline B. Cooney 2009-05-12
Anaxandra is taken from her birth island at age 6 by King Nicander to be
a companion to his crippled daughter, Princess Callisto. Six years later,
her new island is sacked by pirates and she is the sole survivor. Alone
with only her Medusa figurine, she reinvents herself as Princess Callisto
when Menelaus, great king of Sparta, lands with his men. He takes her
back to Sparta with him where Helen, his beautiful wife, does not believe
that the red-headed child is Princess Callisto. Although fearful of the
half-mortal, half-goddess Helen, Anaxandra is able to stay out of harm’s
way—until the Trojan princes Paris and Aeneas arrive. Paris and Helen’s
fascination with each other soon turns to passion and plunges Sparta and
Troy into war. Can Anaxandra find the courage to reinvent herself once
again, appease the gods, and save herself? In Caroline B. Cooney’s epic

The Face on the Milk Carton - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-05-22
In the vein of psychological thrillers like We Were Liars and One of Us Is
Lying, bestselling and Edgar Award nominated author Caroline Cooney’s
JANIE series seamlessly blends mystery and suspense with issues of
family, friendship and love to offer an emotionally evocative thrill ride of
a read. No one ever really paid close attention to the faces of the missing
children on the milk cartons. But as Janie Johnson glanced at the face of
the ordinary little girl with her hair in tight pigtails, wearing a dress with
a narrow white collar—a three-year-old who had been kidnapped twelve
years before from a shopping mall in New Jersey—she felt overcome with
shock. She recognized that little girl—it was she. How could it possibly
be true? Janie can't believe that her loving parents kidnapped her, but as
she begins to piece things together, nothing makes sense. Something is
terribly wrong. Are Mr. and Mrs. Johnson really her parents? And if not,
who is Janie Johnson, and what really happened?
For All Time - Caroline B. Cooney 2009-01-21
Annie Lockwood is testing Time. She’s traveled through it before, but
always at Time’s bidding. Now she is asking Time to take her to the year
1899, when Strat is in Cairo. But Time doesn’t like to be tested. In what
feels like a cruel joke, Annie is transported to ancient Egypt, thousands
of years before Strat was born — to a world far removed from the one
she knows. Meanwhile, in 1899, Strat is photographing the same
pyramids that Annie walks among. But while Strat eagerly awaits Annie’s
arrival, another visitor arrives: his father, Hiram Stratton, Sr., has come
to Egypt to collect his son. Powerless, Annie and Strat both look to Time.
Can its force, which brought them together once, help them find each
other again?
Dream of the Dead - Marie Seth 1978
A young woman visiting her childhood friend in Scotland is pursued by
the restless spirit of a 200-year-old girl.
Ophelia - Lisa Klein 2008-12-01
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE! If you think you know Ophelia and
Hamlet's story, think again... "A spellbinding tale of love, murder, and
revenge." -- VOYA As ambitious and witty as she is beautiful, Ophelia is
quick to catch the eye of the captivating prince Hamlet. Their love
blossoms in secret, but bloody deeds soon turn Denmark into a place of
madness, and Ophelia may be forced to choose between her relationship
and her own life. In desperation, she devises a plan to escape from
Elsinore Castle forever... with one very dangerous secret. Ophelia takes
center stage in this bold and thrilling reimagining of Shakespeare's
famous tragedy, the story of a young woman falling in love, searching for
her place in the world, and finding the strength to survive.
A Zombie Christmas Carol - Michael G. Thomas 2011-04
This exciting and bloodthirsty story tells of the sour and stingy Ebenezer
Scrooge and his epic journey of transformation and redemption, brought
about by a plague of ravenous zombies. After the supernatural visitations
of the long dead Jacob Marley, himself killed by zombies and the Ghosts
of Christmases Past, Present, and Yet to Come he comes to realise that
he is London's only hope. In a city under siege by the undead there is
only one man with the character and sense of mind able to stand in their
way. A thrilling and unusual twist on the festive tale originally written by
Charles Dickens.
Burning Up - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-29
Fifteen-year-old Macey Clare loves her Connecticut hometown, where
her mother grew up and her grandparents still live, and she likes visiting
her grandparents even more now that their neighbors’ handsome
grandson, Austin, has moved in. But when Macey decides to research the
history of a burned-out barn across the street from her grandparents’
home for a school report, she gets a shock about what happened. Nobody
can change the past, but is Macey ready to take the responsibility for the
present and in the process reveal dark secrets about her town and the
people she loves?
Shakespeare and Millennial Fiction - Andrew James Hartley
2017-11-16
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tale of one girl’s courage and will to survive, Anaxandra learns that home
is where you make it and identity goes deeper than just your name.
Driver's Ed - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-29
The universal experience for most high school students is learning to
drive and getting their driver’s license. Add breathlessly plotted romance
and an accident and you have a poignant and realistic novel. Remy
Martin prays to the God of Driver’s Education that she will get to drive
today. She doesn’t know where she’s going, but she knows one thing . . .
she is going to get there fast. Morgan Campbell had been standing on
the threshold of 16 and getting his driver’s license ever since he could
remember. But deep into the first crush of his life, thinking of nothing
but girls, Morgan forgot what driving was all about. This poignant novel
about responsibility and consequences is as convincing as it is
irresistible.
Shakespearean Spaces in Australian Literary Adaptations for
Children and Young Adults - Michael Marokakis 2022-07-29
Shakespearean Spaces in Australian Literary Adaptations for Children
and Young Adults offers a comprehensive examination of Shakespearean
adaptations written by Australian authors for children and Young Adults.
The 20-year period crossing the late-twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries came to represent a diverse and productive era of adapting
Shakespeare in Australian literature. As an analysis of Australian and
international marketplaces, physical and imaginative spaces and the
body as a site of meaning, this book reveals how the texts are
ideologically bound to and disseminate Shakespearean cultural capital in
contemporary ways. Combining current research in children’s literature
and Bourdieu’s theory of cultural capital deepens the critical awareness
of the status of Australian literature while illuminating a corpus of
literature underrepresented by the pre-existing concentration on
adaptations from other parts of the world. Of particular interest is how
these adaptations merge Shakespearean worlds with the spaces
inhabited by young people, such as the classroom, the stage, the
imagination and the gendered body. The readership of this book would
be academics, researchers and students of children’s literature studies
and Shakespeare studies, particularly those interested in Shakespearean
cultural theory, transnational adaptation and literary appropriation. High
school educators and pre-service teachers would also find this book
valuable as they look to broaden and strengthen their use of adaptations
to engage students in Shakespeare studies.
The Shakespearean International Yearbook - Stuart Sillars 2017-05-15
This eighth volume of The Shakespearean International Yearbook
presents a special section on 'European Shakespeares', proceeding from
the claim that Shakespeare's literary craft was not just native English or
British, but was filtered and fashioned through a Renaissance awareness
that needs to be recognized as European, and that has had effects and
afterlives across the Continent. Guest editors Ton Hoenselaars and Clara
Calvo have constructed this section to highlight both how the spread of
'Shakespeare' throughout Europe has brought together the energies of a
wide variety of European cultures across several centuries, and how the
inclusion of Shakespeare in European culture has been not only a
European but also a world affair. The Shakespearean International
Yearbook continues to provide an annual survey of important issues and
developments in contemporary Shakespeare studies. Contributors to this
issue come from the US and the UK, Spain, Switzerland and South
Africa, Canada, The Netherlands, India, Portugal, Greece, France, and
Hungary. In addition to the section on European Shakespeares, this
volume includes essays on the genre of romance, issues of character, and
other topics.
Fake Boyfriend - Kate Brian 2009-02-24
He's absolutely perfect. If only he were real. Lane and Vivi have had it
with Isabelle Hunter's boyfriend, Shawn Littig (a.k.a. Sluttig). He is the
only person who can turn their smart, confident best friend into a
complete mess. When Shawn Sluttig cheats on and dumps Izzy just
months before the prom she's been planning since the ninth grade, Lane
and Vivi decide to take action. With a few quick keystrokes, they create a
MySpace page for "Brandon," the perfect guy to get Izzy out of her
revolving-door relationship with Shawn. Too bad he's totally fake. Vivi's
younger brother, Marshall, who they hire to be the "man" behind the
profile, is way too into being Izzy's fake boyfriend. So they turn to cute,
prep-school Jonathan to be the face of Brandon. But when Vivi falls for
Jonathan, and Sluttig tries to wedge his way back into Izzy's prom
picture, the whole plan starts to go south faster than you can say "fake
boyfriend."
No Such Person - Caroline B. Cooney 2016-07-12
From the author of the multimillion-copy bestseller The Face on the Milk
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Carton comes a riveting thriller about two sisters—one accused of
murder, the other desperate to prove her sister’s innocence . . . even as
she begins to doubt it herself. Shortly after the Allerdons arrive at their
cozy family cottage on the river, Lander meets and is smitten with a
handsome young man, and they begin to date. But Miranda has a bad
feeling about her perfect sister’s new boyfriend. And when the cops come
knocking on her family’s front door, Miranda can’t help feeling that
Lander’s boyfriend has something to do with it. The police tell Miranda
and her family that Lander has been arrested. But Miranda doubts the
supposedly solid evidence they say they have against her sister and
decides to dig deeper. There’s only one problem: the more she learns,
the more she wonders why everything keeps pointing to Lander’s guilt.
“No one writes suspense like Cooney. . . . Haunting, harrowing, and hard
to put down.” —Kirkus Reviews “Cooney has hit it out of the ballpark yet
again. A must-read.” —VOYA “Jangling suspense juxtaposed with cozy
details. An enticing balance between intimacy and cool detachment.”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review “Full of twists and turns . . . has all
the elements that keep young mystery lovers coming back for more.”
—SLJ “[A] cleverly plotted novel rooted in suspense. . . . Fully satisfying.”
—Booklist
Whatever Happened to Janie? - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-05-22
In the vein of psychological thrillers like We Were Liars, Girl on the
Train, and Beware That Girl, bestselling author Caroline Cooney’s JANIE
series delivers on every level. Mystery and suspense blend seamlessly
with issues of family, friendship and love to offer an emotionally
evocative thrill ride of a read. As Janie Johnson glanced at the face of the
ordinary little girl on the milk carton, she was overcome with shock. She
recognized that little girl—it was she. How can it possibly be true? But it
is. With the mystery of her kidnapping now unraveled, Janie's story
continues, and the nightmare is not over. No one can bring back or relive
the 12 years gone by. The Spring family wants justice, but who is really
to blame? The Johnsons know that they must abide by the court decisions
made, but it's difficult to figure out what's best for everyone. Janie
Johnson or Jenny Spring? Who is she? Certainly there's enough love for
everyone, but how can the two separate families live happily ever after?
Fog - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-07
After a girl leaves her Maine island to start at a new school, strange
events have her doubting her sanity . . . Thirteen-year-old Christina lives
on Burning Fog Isle, off the coast of Maine—a beautiful place with only
three hundred year-round residents. This year, she’ll have to leave the
island’s little white schoolhouse to start school on the mainland. That
also means living away from home with fellow islanders—Anya, Benji,
and the crush-worthy Michael—at the historic Schooner Inne, a bed and
breakfast owned by the principal and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Shevvington.
But on the mainland, no one is quite the same as they were at home.
Benji and Michael seem less friendly. Anya is acting so strangely it seems
she’s slowly losing her mind. And while Christina doesn’t know what’s
going on, she can’t shake the feeling that the Shevvingtons are somehow
behind it. No one else sees their eerie behavior—not her teachers, not
her parents, not even her fellow island kids—making Christina wonder if
she’s the one going crazy . . . This creepy thriller by the bestselling
author of The Face on the Milk Carton will have you on the edge of your
seat. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Caroline B. Cooney
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s personal collection.
Diamonds in the Shadow - Caroline B. Cooney 2009-03-10
THE FINCH FAMILY did not know that five refugees landed from Africa
on the day they went to the airport to welcome the family sponsored by
their church. The Finch family only knew about the four refugees they
were meeting - Andre, Celestine, Mattu, and Alake - mother, father,
teenage son and daughter.Soon Jared realizes that the good guys are not
always innocent, and he must make a decision that could change the fate
of both families. This story presents many points of view and a fresh
perspective on doing the right thing.
Code Orange - Caroline B. Cooney 2013
While conducting research for a school paper on smallpox, Mitty finds an
envelope containing 100-year-old smallpox scabs and fears that he has
infected himself and all of New York City.
Rachel Ray - Anthony Trollope 1880
Someplace to Call Home - Sandra Dallas 2019-10-01
In 1933, what's left of the Turner family--twelve-year-old Hallie and her
two brothers--finds itself driving the back roads of rural America. The
children have been swept up into a new migratory way of life. America is
facing two devastating crises: the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl.
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Hundreds of thousands of people in cities across the country have lost
jobs. In rural America it isn't any better as crops suffer from the neverending drought. Driven by severe economic hardship, thousands of
people take to the road to seek whatever work they can find, often
splintering fragile families in the process. As the Turner children move
from town to town, searching for work and trying to cobble together the
basic necessities of life, they are met with suspicion and hostility. They
are viewed as outsiders in their own country. Will they ever find a place
to call home? New York Times-bestselling author Sandra Dallas gives
middle-grade readers a timely story of young people searching for a
home and a better way of life.
The Christmas Candle - Max Lucado 2006
In the spirit of Christmas Shoes and Christmas Hope, the author presents
another inspirational--and magical--holiday story that centers around an
eighteenth-century village in which an angel mysteriously appears.
Something Wicked - Alan Gratz 2008
In a contemporary story based on Shakespeare's play, Macbeth, Horatio
Wilkes seeks to solve the murder of Duncan MacKae at the Scottish
Highland Games in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee.
Pagan's Crusade - Catherine Jinks 2003
In twelth-century Jerusalem, orphaned sixteen-year-old Pagan is assigned
to work for Lord Roland, a Templar knight, as Saladin's armies close in
on the Holy City.
The Terrorist - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-07
A terrorist attack in London sends a teenage girl on a dangerous hunt for
revenge in this gripping suspense novel from the author of The Voice on
the Radio. Laura and Billy Williams are two ordinary American expat kids
living with their parents in England. Then, in an instant, everything
changes when Billy is handed a mysterious package in a London
Underground station . . . Billy’s tragic death leaves a hole in Laura’s
heart, one that soon becomes filled with anger and a burning obsession
to find the terrorist responsible for taking her brother’s life. Her search
for the truth takes her into dangerous territory, forcing Laura to question
everyone she knows and everything she believes. The bestselling author
of The Face on the Milk Carton ratchets up the tension in this thriller
about a girl who will stop at nothing to separate the truth from the lies.
This ebook features an illustrated biography of Caroline B. Cooney
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s personal collection.
Three Black Swans - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-03-27
Lives are in the balance in bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney’s
newest young adult thriller, Three Black Swans. Missy and her cousin
Claire are best friends who finish each other’s sentences and practically
read each other’s minds. It’s an eerie connection—so eerie that Missy
has questions she wants to put to her parents. But she’s afraid to ask. So
when Missy hears an expert discussing newborn babies on the radio, it
makes her wonder about her family. Missy just can’t let go of those
nagging questions, and decides to use a school project about scientific
hoaxes to try to uncover the answers. She enlists Claire to help. As part
of the project the girls perform a dramatic scene that is captured on
video at school. After the video is posted on YouTube, Missy and Claire
realize that they’ve opened Pandora’s box and much more than they ever
imagined has come out. Not only are their identities called into question,
but so is the future of everyone involved. In this riveting, heartrending
story by thriller author Caroline B. Cooney, the truth changes the lives of
three families—as the bonds of blood must withstand the strains of longhidden secrets that are at last revealed.
King of Shadows - Susan Cooper 2012-03-06
Only in the world of the theater can Nat Field find an escape from the
tragedies that have shadowed his young life. So he is thrilled when he is
chosen to join an American drama troupe traveling to London to perform
A Midsummer Night's Dream in a new replica of the famous Globe
theater. Shortly after arriving in England, Nat goes to bed ill and
awakens transported back in time four hundred years -- to another
London, and another production of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Amid
the bustle and excitement of an Elizabethan theatrical production, Nat
finds the warm, nurturing father figure missing from his life -- in none
other than William Shakespeare himself. Does Nat have to remain
trapped in the past forever, or give up the friendship he's so longed for in
his own time?
Losing Christina Collection - Caroline B. Cooney 2006
This is a collection of 3 stories previously released as indivdual stories.
All 3 stories have been combined into 1 edition. Fog, Snow, and Fire is
sure to enjoy.
Prom Nights from Hell - Stephenie Meyer 2009-10-13
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Five amazing authors. Five unforgettable stories. In this exciting
collection of paranormal tales, best-selling authors Stephenie Meyer
(Twilight), Kim Harrison (Once Dead, Twice Shy), Meg Cabot (How to Be
Popular), Lauren Myracle (ttyl), and Michele Jaffe (Bad Kitty) take prom
mishaps to a whole new level—a truly hellish level. Wardrobe
malfunctions and two left feet don't hold a candle to discovering your
date is the Grim Reaper—and he isn't here to tell you how hot you look.
From angels fighting demons to a twisted take on getting what you wish
for, these five stories will entertain better than any DJ in a bad tux can.
No corsage or limo rental necessary. Just good, creepy fun.
The Fire - Caroline B. Cooney
Ralph the Heir - Anthony Trollope 1872
Flash Fire - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-07
Will the California wildfires bring Danna the summer excitement she
craves? In the Southern California suburb of Pinch Canyon, among the
swimming pools and tennis courts, fifteen-year-old Danna Press finds her
summer life so dull she longs for some cinematic excitement. A
kidnapping? An earthquake? A presidential assassination attempt? Even
the scary wildfires she watches on TV, raging in nearby Los Angeles,
seem like they would liven things up. Though the wildfires are miles
away with little to no chance of coming near her home, Danna has a
contingency evacuation plan in place—her kittens and the neighbor’s
horses first, her brother Hall, second. Her parents are safely at work. But
in an instant the fire expands and threatens everything Danna and the
other Pinch Canyon residents hold dear. In an action-packed hour and a
half, minute by minute, the wildfires will alter the lives of everyone who
lives and works in Pinch Canyon—including seventeen-year-old Elony, a
recent immigrant, and her young charge, Geoffrey; handsome teenager
Beau Severyn and his awkward little sister, Elisabeth; and the
firefighters themselves. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Caroline B. Cooney including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s personal collection.
Clementina - Eileen Dunlop 1985-01-01
Daisy feels that her vacation in Scotland is being ruined by her forced
companionship with the strange girl Clementina, until mysterious events
link her to another Clementina two centuries ago.
The Party's Over - Caroline B. Cooney 2013-10-29
The most popular girl in her class has to cope with hard truths after high
school graduation as she wonders, Now what? Prom queen. Captain of
the cheerleading squad. Girlfriend of the most popular guy in school.
Westerly High senior Helen Miranda Revness—Hallie to her friends—has
it all. She just wishes everyone would stop talking about where they’re
going to college—and asking her why she’s not applying to schools.
Hallie has zero interest in four more years of teachers and term papers.
After graduation and an unforgettable summer of parties and romance,
everyone—including her boyfriend, Jaz—heads off to college. Hallie is no
longer part of a couple or a crowd. Her family, in which she had to grow
up fast, is more chaotic and scattered than ever. She tries to get a job,
but discovers that a high school diploma will only take her so far. After a
shattering heartbreak, she finally has to confront the reality of who she is
and where she’s going. “This sensitive picture of a young woman coming
to terms with hard truths about adulthood and growing up in the process
is well populated with believable characters. An involving . . . depiction
of what it means to rethink basic values.” —Kirkus Reviews
Snow - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-07
A young girl at a Maine school struggles to prove that her guardians
aren’t just manipulative—they’re downright evil . . . After a spending
Christmas vacation on Burning Fog Isle, Christina dreads going back to
school and to her home away from home at the creepy Schooner Inne,
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Shevvington, the principal and his wife. They
have everyone convinced that Christina’s dramatic stories of last
semester were just far-fetched yarns. And without any real proof, it’s her
word against theirs. To make matters worse, Michael, Benji, and
Anya—her fellow islanders at the boarding house—still seem to have no
idea what’s going on. Even Dolly, Christina’s best friend from the island,
can’t see what the Shevvingtons are up to. The couple is winning
whatever sick psychological game they’re playing. But when a
supernatural presence lures Christina down into the basement, the
Shevvingtons might turn out to be the least of her worries . . . Known for
her harrowing novels of suspense, the multimillion-copy bestselling
author of The Face on the Milk Carton once again keeps readers
desperate for more in the second novel in this spooky trilogy. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Caroline B. Cooney including rare
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images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
Wanted! - Caroline B. Cooney 2013-01-22
A teenager on the run will do whatever it takes to clear her name and
find her father’s killer in this thriller by the author of the Janie Johnson
series. When Alice Robbie receives a strange call from her father,
instructing her to drop everything, get in his precious Corvette, and meet
him at her favorite ice cream shop, she can’t help feeling like something
is wrong. But before she can even leave, Alice discovers the horrifying
truth: Her father has been murdered. Even worse, someone has hacked
into Alice’s email and framed her with a confession of guilt. With no one
to corroborate her story, Alice has no choice but to become a fugitive.
Caught up in a living nightmare, Alice must figure out who really killed
her father, and why, before the police can put her behind bars—or the
killer puts her six feet under . . . Buckle up for this fast-paced thrill ride
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from the bestselling author of The Face on the Milk Carton. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Caroline B. Cooney including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal
collection.
Enter Three Witches - Caroline B. Cooney 2008
When her father betrays the Scottish king and is hung as a traitor, Lady
Mary's future is bleak after she loses her only true protector and ends up
locked away in the tower by the powerful and deadly Lord and Lady
Macbeth. Reprint.
The Girl Is Murder - Kathryn Miller Haines 2011-07-19
In 1942 New York City, fifteen-year-old Iris grieves for her mother who
committed suicide and for the loss of her life of privilege, and secretly
helps her father with his detective business since he, having lost a leg at
Pearl Harbor, struggles to make ends meet.
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